SPACE is a new, freely available numerical model

SPACE stands for Stream Power with Alluvium Conservation and Entrainment, and is a new model for computing sediment transport, bedrock erosion, and landscape evolution over large spatial and temporal scales.

SPACE expands the erosion-deposition style model of Davy and Lague (2009) to encompass simultaneous erosion of sediment and bedrock. The key advance of SPACE over other stream-power-based bedrock erosion models is that SPACE tracks the conversion of bedrock to sediment as well as the erosion and deposition of sediment, making it useful for modeling systems in which both bedrock erosion and sediment transport play important roles.

For example, bedrock-alluvial channels, as well as channels with bedrock headwaters and alluviated lower reaches, are ubiquitous. SPACE is one of few models (in addition to those of Lague (2010) and Zhang et al (2015)) equipped to model such systems from source to sink.

SPACE is able to:
1. model simultaneous bedrock erosion and sediment transport
2. transition smoothly between detachment-limited, transport-limited, and mixed behavior
3. operate in two dimensions at the landscape scale
4. be coupled with other tectonic and surface process models as a component of the Landlab modeling toolkit.

SPACE can model tectonic influences on coupled erosional-depositional systems

**How does SPACE work?**

SPACE simultaneously conserves sediment in the water column, sediment on the bed, and bedrock. Sediment entrainment is a function of stream power and sediment availability (thickness). Rock erosion depends on stream power and is inhibited by sediment cover.

**Comparison with steady analytical solutions**

Detachment-limited case: No sediment, all eroded bedrock is passed out of the model domain. Steady-state channel profile has constant concavity; slope-area plot shows predicted power-law scaling.

Transport-limited case: No bedrock exposed. Steady-state channel profile has constant concavity; slope-area plot shows power-law scaling; sediment flux is the product of drainage area and uplift rate.

Mixed bedrock-alluvial case: Sediment layer of uniform thickness develops; steady-state channel profile has constant concavity; slope-area plot and sediment flux match analytical predictions.

**Application: Topographic growth and decay**

Temporally variable rock uplift (red line) causes growth and decay of relief. Relief changes are modulated by sediment storage in channels.

**Application: Basin and Range landscape evolution**

Coupling SPACE with Landlab components for soil production and depth-dependent hillslope diffusion, our model re-creates many features of basin and range landscape evolution noted by Harbor (1997), including divide migration, sediment accumulation at the base of the 'scarp domains,' alluviated channels on the 'flank domains,' and sedimentation of downwashed regions.

**Find the SPACE description paper and code:**

Model description paper in Geoscientific Model Development:
https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-2017-175

Landlab code base including SPACE source code:
http://landlab.github.io/
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